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ness or method in their habits of thought and expression.
Of courae this is traceable to defects in the prevailing system
of middle-class education: and I believe, with Mr. (ioschen,
that the fault is due in large measure to the fact that our
upper-class education has been framed in accordance with
the wants of a section of society which has no need to work,
and that this example, which has been set in the highest
educational plane, has made itself felt down to the lowest.
Again, the knowledge that a student is required to possess

of chemistry, physics, and elementary biology should be
obtained, and the examinations in these subjects should be
passed before he is permitted to register; while materia
medica might be altogether eliminated from the curriculum
with positive advantage and relief, both to teachers and
taught. It is also very doubtful whether, in view of the
heavy demands made upon a student, if he works as he ought,
systematic lectures on medicine and surgery are really neces-
sary. I believe that the fees expended in this direction
would be much more profitably employed in maintaining
professorships of clinical medicine and surgery, to conduct
frequent systematic demonstrations of disease at the hospi-
tals, in which the students should personally take part, and
from whom written reports and commentaries of cases should
be periodically received for correction. A plan of this kind
would have the advantage of bringing the teacher and
students into more intimate personal contact, the work done
would be more attractive, with the further advantage of secur-
ing continuity both in the substance and style of teaching.
Owing to the short time at their disposal students cannot

expect to obtain a large experience. Their object should be
rather to lay up a store of useful general principles by the
rational and scientific study of a small amount of carefully
selected material, which will be the best possible foundation
for the practical experience of the future to rest upon. The
noblest and highest ideal for teachers is not to load students
with a mass of detailed information, however sound, nor with
long strings of empirical maxims, however shrewd, but to
develop in them an intellectual capacity, and to inspire them
with an intellectual interest, which will enable them to gothrough life teaching themselves. This, in my opinion, can
only be done by a vigorous endeavour to make our teaching
above everything intelligent, suggestive, and rousing, and by
trying to place all we do or say upon as rational and scientific
a basis as the state of knowledge permits.

I wish to lay especial stress upon the intellectual interest
which belongs to and is an inherent feature of rational
methods of work. There are other interests-the interests of
success, ambition, profit, and duty, for instance-which,
valuable as they often are as incentives to undertake our
work and to persevere in it, yet, after all, are external to
work, while intellectual interest takes its origin and grows in
the work itself. External interest leads us to undertake work
for what we can get out of it, while intellectual interest leads
us to work for the sake of the work itself.
There are many who care little or nothing for laws, prin-

ciples, or general truths, whose boast it is that they are above
everything practical men of affairs; and it is doubtless true
that, with vigorous energy, good natural ability, and native
shrewdness, such men often command great success, in the
usual sense of the word. But, at best, they only serve
themselves; their success dies with them; they have nothing
which they can impart to others, and have done nothing to
broaden the foundations of their work or to lift it on to a
higher plane. On the other hand, the man who works from
intellectual interest serves others as well as himself. He
leaves behind him general principles and truths which not
only enrich the common stock of knowledge at the time, but
give stability and guidance to all who come under their
influence.

I do not pretend for one moment that the whole duty of
medical life is summed up in rationalism, be it never s8
thorough. All the rationalism in the world, by itself, will
not make a man a good doctor; but if he has in him the
making of a doctor at all, rationalism will give life to his
work; it will give him keen pleasure in his work, and will
lift forward the work of others in the same calling as himself.

I have only dwelt upon the subject of rationalism as it
affects the purely professional side of our work, but unless I
am much mistaken there is ample room for the wider applica-

tion of rational methods into the commercial side of medical
life and practice. On this and other phases of my theme I
should like to have touched had time permitted.

I have undertaken to show that modern medicine can claim
a rational and scientific basis. I have indicated the more im-
portant historical steps by which this result has been at-
tained, and I have pointed out one or two of the unfavourable
influences with which rational medicine has still to contend.
Rational observation and study have immeasurably extended
the range of our knowledge, revealed many new truths, and
practically created preventive treatment of disease. But
above all they have made us free, emancipated us from the
thraldom of dogma and the chains of orthodoxy. Such, in
brief, is the conquest of rationalism. It does not belong to
any one man, to any one country, to any one race, or to any
one epoch. It is still in progress, and the full fruition of it
has yet to be won, and may be long delayed.
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[ABSTRACT.]
DR. JONES prefaced his address with a few remarks in eulogy
of those who had preceded him in the presidential chair.
He reminded his auditors that in the fifth year of the Branch
Dr. Francis, then its President, detailed the history of many
of the physicians connected with the town of Northampton.
Dr. Jones then proceeded to say that of the physicians and
surgeons attached to the Northampton Infirmary none,
perhaps, was more distinguished than the founder of the
institution, Sir James Stonhouse. His coming to the town
was in the days when Northampton wore its early beauty,
before the modern factory and other disfigurements had
robbed it of so many attractions. " It is on the whole," says
a chartographer in 1742, " one of the most elegant towns and
delightful situations in Britain, and is surrounded with a,
greater number of gentlemen's seats than are to be found
within an equal distance of any other market town in England
so far from London.' In the portrait of a divine over the
mantefpiece you will perhaps hardly recognise a professor
of the healing art. But this remarkable man, who commenced
his career as the popular physician, ended it as the popular
preacher of fashionable Bristol. Such phenomenal success is
seldom attained as Stonhouse achieved. Being but 26 years
of age when he came to the town he was prepared to wait for
practice, but fortune favoured him, and by the death of Dr.
Freeman, his learned and skilful predecessor, he suddenly
found himself a prosperous man. In a few months his influ-
ence had so increased that he was successfal in gathering
around him all the nobility and gentry of the county, to
found the infirmary, while in the following year he was so
well established that the poet Akenside, with all his ability,
was not able to share with him the emoluments of his work.
He owed his popularity to his affable and polished manners

and his brilliant and instructive conversation. His un-
bounded interest in infirmary affairs gave him great influence
in the management of that institution. His aggressive
deism, for such were his opinions on coming to Northamnp-
ton, soon made him enemies, and his vulnerability lay in his
impetuosity and imprudence, which none of his friends could
restrain. The storm of opposition broke around him in the
committee-room of the infirmary in the autumn of 1746, when
he was openly charged with having " rid the gentlemen of
the county for three years past," on an attempt made to expel
him. This only just failed of success, through the judicious
interference of his close friend Dr. IDoddridge, to whom he
was indebted for many acts of kindness, and not the least
that he was the means of leading him to abandon the
atheistic views he had imbibed from his former master, Dr.
Nichol.
This remarkable man was at some time or other at variance
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with nearly all his colleagues. If the present tendency of
professional criticism in the medical world is for the surgeon
to be scandalised, if the physician soils his fingers by the
catheter or such like minor operation, the reverse obtained
150 years ago, when we find Stonhouse advocating before the
committee the creed then maintained (the physicians as a
body) that " it was irregular for a surgeon to prescribe in-
ternal medicines and that if Mr. Lyon" (his surgical col-
league and 'mayor of the borough) " was still allowed to do
so," he would resign, "lest he should render himself con-
temptible in life and so obnoxious to all his brethren in the
profession, as, if he permitted things to go on in this channel
he must necessarily become." And what was Lyon's offence ?
He had operated on a case of fistula, and then prescribed
for a subsequent diarrhcea. The house apothecary, according
to his instructions, had refused to dispense the remedy, and
he had therefore "sent it from his own shop." That this
practice was ultra vires is proved by the verdict of Mr. Ford,
then surgeon at Bristol, which was emphati;cally against Mr.
Lyon. So different was the status of the surgeons in those
days. It will be remembered that this occurred just at the
time when the surgeons had advanced their position by
separating from their union with the barbers to form a com-
pany of their own.
The causes of Stonhouse's disputes with his other col-

leagues are happily unrecorded, but matters proceeded to
such extremities that the Committee bid them " pursue the
business of the hospital without pique or rancour," dis-
tinctly threatening that any one of them against whom " a
complaint might be made or misbehaviour proved" should
be reported to the general court as " incapacitated from the
service of the hospital."
Of Stonhouse's scientific and professional achievements

there are no remains. His published writing3, though many
of them belonging to the early days of his medical career,
are of the nature of religious tracts, which passed through
many editions. His later career as a preacher was as honour-
able as his earlier one, and his influence and popularity in no
way lessened.

It is interesting to trace the origin of the Leicester In-
firmary to one of the physicians of our own hospital. Dr.
Watts-himself a Leicester man-practised here from 1757 to
1762, when he returned to the neighbourhood of his native
town, and, after a four years' struggle with opposition and
misunderstanding, founded a similar institution to our own,
amid the plaudits of those who rallied round him. He is
said to have been " a man of philanthropic aims and per-
suasive eloquenee. In friendship few exceed him; in bene-
volence none." This pbysician also appears to have had some
connection with the sister profession, for an ode to him as
founder of the Leicester Infirmary is inscribed " to the Rev.
Dr. Watts."

Dr. Anthony Fothergill I was a learned and scientific man,
Dr. Lettsom, the well known genius of the Medical Society,
described him as " one of the most amiable of men," and our
own Sir James Stonhouse considered him " one of the best
physicians in England," to whose hands " he should entrust
his life." He has no doubt been often confounded with the
famous Dr. John Fothergill, the Quaker. There was no re-
lationship between them, but it was by John's advice that
Anthony settled in Northampton, and the senior very con-
siderately encouraged the younger man during the ten years
which passed before any satisfactory amount of practice came
to him. In Northampton his scientific bent had many op-
portunities. The severe frost of 1766, during which Fother-
gill made sundry observations, furnished material for a
paper to the Royal Society, of which he was later elected
Fellow. Vapour baths and electrical apparatus at the in-
firmary underwent improvement during his time. The foul
air in the wards of the old hospital in George Row supplied
him with a Lphere of investigation for which the governors
supplied the appliances.

Priestley's diecovery of oxygen, then called phlogistic air,
which occurred so aptly during the early enterprise of the
Royal Humane Society, set Fothergill experimenting and

1 Born at Sedbergh. Graduated K.D.Edin. 0( tober, 1763. fie visited
America after leaving Bath, but, returned home a year before his death,
which occurred on May lith, 1813. He ps buried at St. George's Place,
Surrey

theorising. His essay on apparent death dealt with the func-
tion of respiration and the application of the facts known, to
the restoration of persons drowned and suffocated. This essay
secured the prize of the Society. In it he advocated the
supply of pure oxygen to law courts and other public build-
ings, as a valuable means of promoting ventilation. Stoves
were to become much more effective under the influence of
the same gas. The most remarkable suggestion was that at
the stations of the Royal Humane Society glass jars contain-
ing oxygen should be stored inverted over lime water, for the
restoration of drowned persons. What interest he would have
felt in our present method of storing in cylinders. and the use
of oxygen in pneumonia following influenza, for which latter
he himself proposed its employment. An amusing narrative
apropos of the value of agitating the body of an apparently
drowned person, occurs in his prize essay, and cannot be
better told than in his own words:
A remarkable instance accidentally occurred some years ago at a

funeral procession, when a sudden jolt of the hearse is said to have dis-
turbed the repose of the apparently dead lady within, who, to the sur-
prise of the attendants and utter confusion of her husband, instantly
gave a piercing shriek. This being repeated in the usual shrill and well-
known key, left him no room to doubt of his cara sposa being still
actuallv alive. It therefore obliged him, though very reluctantly, to put
an end to the sepuilchral ceremonies, and release the supposed corpse,
who, it is added, lived many years after, till at last she had the satis-
faction of seeing the husband peacefully inurned near the very same
spot.
The Bath and Cheltenham waters which he analysed fur-

nished material for another pamphlet. The Japanese filtering
stone, which had been advocated as an absolute preventive
of gout, gravel, and rheumatism, provoked his amusing satire.
" What joy and triumph," he writes, " will it not afford thus
at once to deposit their gout and stone and bid adieu to their
nurses. crutches, flannels, and other disagreeable accoutre-
ments! What unspeakable pleasure to triumph over their
doctors anld apothecaries-to rally them on their ignorance,
and finally to put them for ever after at defiance! But they
must put on their spectacles and sift the affair more closely,
and they will find with grief and astonishment that the
morbific particles of gout and stone are too subtil to be
caught, and the Japanese have been too hasty in their con-
clusions."
Leaving Northampton, he made a futile effort to succeed

his namesake and patron in London, then went to Bath,
where he had an extensive practice. On his decease, at the
age of 77, he proved the success of his career by the amplitude
of his fortune and the extent of his bequests, amongst which
were a sum of money to the Medical Society of London for
the Fothergillian medal and £200 to the N orthampton
Infirmary.
Northampton has furnished its quota to the line of

specialists in the person of Dr. Robert Bue, who, being
disappointed here, in 1783 repaired to Leicester. Unfor-
tunately his success was interrupted by severe asthma, which
compelled him to relinquish the practice of his profession.
The value of open air occupation with abundant exercise in
the treatment of this malady is well illustrated by his experi-
ence, for, after three years' constant employment in attending
to the duties of captain of a militia regiment, he fully re-
gained his health and resumed practice at Birmingham.
He contributed to medical literature a work on the dis-

orders of respiration, which was considerably in advance of
any then extant, and contained the narrative of his own
case. The patronage of the Duke of Sussex, a fellow sufferer
from asthma, led to his migrating to London, where he held
an honourab3e position and gained an extensive practice.
The most obvious case of unappreciated genius in the list

of our physicians is that of James Curry. For five years and
four months he sought to win the notice of the inhabitants
of Northampton, then in despair concluded, as Bue and
others had done, that to attempt to cope with Kerr's rising
popularity was vain. At first he turned to Kettering, but
the rejection at Northampton was soon followed by pro-
motion, on March 10th, 1802, at Guy's, where he became one
of its most distinguished physicians. Zealous as a student
to the degree of permanently impairing his sight by burning
the midnight oil, he won the praise of the governors of our
infirmary for his regularity and attention to his duties, while
his colleagues and successors at Guy's could not speak too
warmly of his ardour, acuteness of mind, and brilliant talent.
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Carry recognised the duty of every man to help his brother
in emergencies, but this involved matters which the popular
mind regarded as beyond its ken, a long cherished super-
stition, perhaps too jealously fostered by the profession.
His first work written for the Northamptonshire Preservative
Society, a branch of the Royal Humane Society, dealt with
the means of restoring the apparently drowned and other
modes of rendering first aid." Although his methods were
crude and clumsy, they were a step in the direction of that
later ambulance movement which now promises to prove a
valuable aid to the beneficent work of our profession.
Curry displayed some amusing eccentricities. He had a

4strong belief in calomel and its universal application. With
him there was only one organ discussed-the liver, and only
one medicine prescribed-calomel. Curry roundly claimed,
'when confronted at the post-mortem examination with an ap-
,parently healthy liver, that he had cured it with calomel.
This fad of his gave rise to the allegation that he took sand-
-wiches in his carriage which he sprinkled with calomel, and
won for him the sobriquet," Calomel Curry."

His other eccentricity was in extraordinary contradiction of
his usually penurious habits. He would frequently visit
auction sales, and purchase books, scientific instruments,
electrical apparatus, andsu-ch like which, once delivered at
his house, were simply stowed away and never unpacked. He
appears to have been a most unfortunate man as far as his
personal health was concerned. A painful ophthalmia, which
in a paper he read to the Medico-Chirurgical Society 2 he de-
scribes as remittent, was a constant hindrance to him, and
once subjected him to Dr. Kerr's lancet, while it necessitated
the wearing of those broad-brimmed spectacles which give
him so knowing a look in his portrait.

I must not venture to cross the threshold of the present
century in my sketch of our predecessors, and therefore must
part company with the physicians, only wishing that I had
time to tell of Robertson, once president of the British
Medical Association at its annual meeting in this town, who
figures in literature as the physician from Northampton in
Tom Browvn's School Days; of Kerr, nephew of the first of
that name; of Francis, the cautious and refined, whose work
onclimate, especially that of Spain, may still beread with
interest. The list of physicians is a long one owing to the
fact that so many resigned the task of competing with Kerr;
but the surgeons were not many. This was partly due to
Kerr's monopoly, but partly to the long lives that many of
them lived.

Of Alderman Lyon I have already spoken. His senior col-
league, Mr. Litchfield, who was long connected with the
infirmary, is practically unknown to us. The Mercury of
1745 contains a curious advertisement in which a gentleman
named Daventry, who had been a patient of Litchfield's,
seeks to dispel the idea which had gained publicity that his
charges were extortionate. I do not think that any member
present will regard 25 guineas as an extortionate fee for the
senior infirmary surgeon to charge for amputation of the leg
and more than thirty visits afterwards to Preston-on-the-Hill
near Daventry.

Fabian, on the pretext of silencing calumny, boldly adver-
tised that he would deliver any woman for two guineas in
Northampton, or three guineas within five miles, further he
would cut for the stone at reasonable fee and search for it for
-one guinea and a-half. One David Bull, who removed to
Northampton from Oxford, followed the next month with
midwifery fees at half the rate, and further declared that he
had restored people the use of their limbs in one tenth the
time taken by other country practitioners, seldom confines
patients to their beds for fracture more than seven or eight
days, and never wounds the rectum in cutting for stone. That
Dr. Kerr should have allowed the committee to insert a para-

graph in the paper stating that a patient of his had been

-discharged perfectly cured after cutting for stone in 1764 is a
further instance of the low organisation of the professional
conscience.
The uncertainty which existed as to the status of any

medical practitioner was remarkably illustrated at the ap-

pointment of the original physicians and surgeons to the in-
firmary. Stonhouse, whose qualifications were impugned in
-common with those of Lyon, had little difficulty in demon-

2 Vol. iii, p. 348.

strating his claim to be accepted. Lyon, however, could
produce nothing which in these days would pass for a qualifi-
cation. He had served Cunningham, a regular surgeon, for
seven years as an apprentice, was a pupil of Cheselden for a
year, was appointed to Joshua Simons for a year, and Rush-
worth had recognised him as a regular practitioner by placing
himself under his care during his own illness, and com-
mitting his patients to his charge. Cheselden, Ranby,
Shepton, and Bigg had also acknowledged him in consultation.

I must now devote a few moments to that veteran of our
locality, Dr. Kerr. He stepped upon the scene in youth as
surgeon-in-ordinary and colleague of his partner Litchfield.
He soon reigned alone in surgery, till in 1793, with the title
of superintending surgeon, he seized the sceptre of the
empire of Medicine, and with the enlarged sphere of the new
infirmary, of which he was the founder, he ruled as he
would, supported only by his juniors, Harden and Locock,
till, amid the glories of age, he passed away, leaving the in-
stitution again with its unaltered constitution of two physi-
cians and two surgeons.
As an operator he led the van, advancing the point of the

amputating knife higher than any preceding surgeon into the
region of the hip. Pioneers in surgery often mingle errors
with their successes, and so it was with Kerr. Posterity
has condemned the occasion of his interference, though it
has justified its temerity. Surgeons do not now remove the
limb at the hip-joint amid suppuration and caries, involving
the pelvis, though, with greater precaution, they follow his
example in other cases. The record of this case and a four-
page pamphlet on the prevention of hydrophobia by the use
of mercury are his only contributions to medical literature.
But in the open field of surgery he was always to the front,
reserving for some special occasion, such as his birthday, any
unusually brilliant performance he might be able so to post-
pone.
The adjoining building is the monument of his fame. To

him was due the exposure of all the faults and incapacity of
theold hospital in George Row, and his genius evolved all
the principles of construction of the present infirmary with
such success that to this day it would have been considered
admirably adapted to modern requirements had not the
necessity of addition revealed some minor drawbacks.
In the committee room his influence was paramount, but

his method was not the resistless sway of a dictator, as his
detractors insinuated. It was, as his letters show, by that
suaviter in modo, fortiter in re, which is more resistless still.
Thus it came about that Kerr was the man whom the gover-
nors delighted to honour. His power did not, however, rest
on words and phrases. Those were the days when appren-
ticeships were in vogue, and a man of eminence attracted
many pupils, whose enormous fees, in this case, swelled the
coffers, not only of the surgeon, but also of the infirmary.
Three hundred guineas was paid by all resident pupils, and
of his receipts from others Kerr commonly presented £50 to
the institution.
Outside the infirmary his reputation was also established.

The poet Cowper refers to him as "quite a gentleman, and a
very sensible one." For public spirit he was also known in
raising the body known as the Northamptonshire Fencibles,
commanded by his son; and the volunteer cavalry of the
county, of which he was himself the respected commandant.
Before the close of his long career of sixty-one years, the
governors entrusted the painting of the portrait hanging
opposite to Thomas Phillips, R.A., and an excellent engraving
was afterwards executed from it by Say.
One somewhat lesser light calls for a short notice before

I close. You see around you, gentlemen, the records of the
beneficence of past contributors to the infirmary, but some of
you little guess that those extensive hoardings hide a
museum the work almost entirely of one indefatigable worker.
It was in consequence of the bequest to this hospital of
the excellent anatomical and pathological models which
the patience and skill of Mr. Elderton, once house-surgeon,
had made and collected, that this room in which we meet was
erected. To the same genius the institution was indebted
for an apparatus for reducing dislocation of the shoulder, and
another for crushing stone-one of the earliest lithotrites
ever invented. But these have been eclipsed by more perfeot
instruments and more scientific methods.

JIULY 27, 189b.]
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I will not weary you with further searchings among the
tombs of those who have passed away. On us falls the burden
which their shoulders once bore. We may easily point to
the faults and foibles of those actors on Northampton's stage,
but with their opportunities and disadvantages we might not
have done half so well. If in our heavens the sun of know-
ledge has risen higher, and we no longer grope amid the
veiied forms and shapes which met them in those twilight
days, be it our aim to fight with at least as great zeal and
determination as they to advance the progress of their race
and alleviate the ills of our fellow men; not blurring our
vision by prejudice nor weakening our powers by internecine
strife.

MEDICAL POLITY, AND THE LAW AS IT
DIRECTLY AFFECTS THE MEDICAL PROFESSION;
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE POINTS WHICH SHOUJLD
BE DEALT WITH IN A MEDICAL ACTS AMENDMENT BILL.

By A. BROWN RITCHIE, M.B., C.M.EDIN.

ON January 12th last there was published in the BRITISH
MEDICAL J OUTRNAL a Bill aiming at the suppression of prac-
tice by unqualified persons. That Bill has been condemned
by the Lancashire and Cheshire Branch of the British Medi-
cal Association as being wholly inadequate, dealing as it
does only with the assumption of titles or descriptions im-
plying possession of a degree or licence, or even skill neces-
sary for the practice of medicine, surgery, or midwifery, or
any branch of these. The committee of this Branch, having
had under its consideration, inter alia. that Bill, appointed a
subcommittee to inquire into the question of what amend-
ments were desirable, and to draw up a scheme which would
serve as a basis or model, and indicate the lines on which a
satisfactory Bill should run. In the paper which I have to
read I am permitted to lay before you theresult of the labours
of that subcommittee. Our subject then is, " What are the
points which it is desirable should be considered and dealt
with in the framing of any Bill purporting to amend the
Medical Acts?" in looking at thelaw as it now stands from
this point of view, there are many unsatisfactory points of
minor consideration. These, I think, it will be best to avoid.
Let us take, then, the principal deficiencies.
Broadly speaking there are six lines on which reform may

be advocated. These are:-I. The constitution of the General
Medical Council. II. The powers of the General Medical Coun-
cil. III. The powers of the corporations and universities.
IV. Practice by unregistered persons. V. Medical advertise-
ments (indecent, etc.). VI. Certification and registration of
deaths.

1.-THE CONSTITUTION OF THE GBNERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL.
At the present time 5 members of the Council are Crown

nominees, 20 members represent the various corporations
and universities, and are elected by cliques of professors or
teachers and others, numbering together about 300, while 5
members directly represent the 30,000 registered medical
practitioners. With the exception of Victoria University,
which includes Liverpool, Manchester, and Leeds Medical
Schools, from one of which a representative is sent every five
years, each taking rotation, the representatives of the cor-
porations are practically elected for life, and long service is
apt to produce apathy, while in some cases the member does
not represent the views and interests of the diplomates or
graduates of his corporation. The dentists are controlled by
the Medical Council; they pay a registration fee, and num-
ber about 5,000, but have no representative on the Council,
nor has the Council power to appoint one. We propose to
amend the present state of affairs by having representatives
of corporations or universities elected by the licentiates,
i plomates, or graduates of such; a limited term of office on
the Council, say four or five years ; amember representing the
British Dental Association; or by an alternate scheme pro-
viding (1) district representation; (2) one Crown nominee;
Read before the Council of the Lancashire and Cheshire Branch of the

British Medical Association.

(3) representation of universities and corporations in turn ;
(4) a member representing the registered Dentists of the
United Kingdom.
As the deficiencies in law regarding the powers of the

General Medical Council, the powers of the Corporations and
Universities, and the practice by unregistered persons, can-
not be separated and put under the different headings, one
often applying to all three, we will take them together and
separate the subjects when we propose treatment for these
deficiencies.
The chief points are: (1) Referring specially to the Coun-

cil: In all matters of control, reform, regulations, recogni-
tion of diplomas, standard of proficiency, etc., the Council
has no power to act, but can only make recommendations to
the Privy Council, two members of which (a quorum) can
control it, and through which everything must be done.
There is no control over students. There is no control over
unregistered persons. Registration is not compulsory for
practice.-(Aberdeen Graduate.) A person may be disregis-
tered without being disqualified.-(Sutherland.) Before dis-
registration the Council must conduct an inquiry which is
costly, and could be done much more cheaply and quite as
well by the licensing body.-(Partridge, Allbutt.) The
Council does not receive the penalties recovered by them in
London; they have to bear the costs of the prosecution in
case of failure, but the penalty goes to the metropolitan
police if the case is won. This is in cases of prosecution for
false assumption of titles, etc. (2) Referring to Corporations
and Council and unregistered practice. The regulations,
standard of proficiency, course of study. and method of con-
ducting examinations vary with the different Corporations.
The only body which can prosecute unqualified practitioners
is the Apothecaries' Society, and it can only prosecute for
practice of medicine, not surgery or midwifery. The Uni-
versities (except Cambridge and Durham) cannot withdraw a
degree.-(Sutherland.) Some of the Corporations can with-
draw, but not restore, a diploma. An infinite variety of
titles or descriptions, implying skill necessary to treat dis-
ease or injury, can be used by unqualified persons without
infringing the present law. An unqualified person may prac-
tise without assuming any title or description. A person
falsely assuming a title, or pretending to be a physician, etc.,
must first be warned, and can only be prosecuted if he per-
sist in so doing. An institution wholly supported by volun-
tary contributions may employ an unqualified medical officer
or surgeon. A registered practitioner is liable to be sued for
damages for neglect, want of skill, or injury, while an un-
qualified person is not, though both are supposed to be,
equally liable by law. (A registered or qualified practitioner
is supposed to have competent skill for treatment. If there
is no qualification you cannot assume skill, and if the case
requires skill for treatment, and no malice is proved against
the unqualified man, there is no case for damages.) The
public have to pay the costs of inquests directly caused by
practice of unqualified persons.-(Harpurhey Chemist.) Dis-
pensaries may be carried on anonymously when it is difficult
to get at the responsible person or to know whether he is.
qualified or not, etc. Any person may use the name of a duly
qualified practitioner with reference to an appliance or pro--
prietary medicine, and the practitioner can get no injunctiont
or restraint, nor can he recover damages for injury to status
caused by this practice.-(Williams, Henry Scott, Dr. Fox;
etc.)

II.-ThE PowERs OF THE GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL.
Taking as our mnodel the profession of law, we find that the

Council of the Inns of Court is the supreme authority. There
is no Privy Council interference-the Council acts indepen-
dently. The various Inns send representatives to the Coun-
cil, which controls them as regards examinations and sug-
gests regulations for their adoption. The Inns govern them-
selves, but as regards affairs common to all they are subject
to the Council. There is a uniform examination, but each
Inn calls its own students-that is, admits to the Bar. We
propose to extend the powers of our Council over (1) regis-
tered students, (2) registered medical practitioners, (3) foreign
and colonial practioners practising in the United Kingdom,
(4) medical Corporations and Universities, (5) unqualified
practitioners and their employers.


